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Abstract
Although the current national space transportation infrasmcture. including the Space Shuttle and expendable
launch vehicles may meet most of the requirements For total mass to orbit For the remainder of this decade,and possibly somewhat bey&, it
IDI Emddr:the safe, affordable, routine access to space that is absolutely essential to
a successful space program. Also, the current transpoxtation
infrasrmcture Falls Far short of the heavy lift capability that
will be required in any fuatre (next two to three decades)national space exploration mission and possibly other national mission requirements. Therefore. it is imperative that a
high national priority be assigned for planning a strategy
for the evolutionary, and if need be. the revolutionary development of a space transportation infmmcture to satisfy
a l l of these capabilities and attributes. A nationally accepted strategic plan For space transportation and propulsion
would also enable a Focused research and development program to meet the international challenge. and to remain
competitive with limited national resources.
In view of this National need situation, the focus of a
unique national organization known as the Space Propulsion Synergy Group (SPSG)has been directed For the past
two years toward supporting strategic planning for earth to
orbit space transportation and propulsion systems. Thc
SPSG involves personnel from NASA Centers as well as
other government agencies @OD and DOE),indusay and
academia. From the beginning, it was recognized that a
nationally represented organization was required because
most of the space propulsion needs and challenges existed
on a national level.

-

ment (QFD) was needed to e n s m that the cnstomer/user
real requirements and needs were properly addressed,and
that the transpottation system conapts advocated, including vehicles and propulsion systems, had the greatest probabiity of satisfying the customer's requirements and desired
atuibutes. This was a Fortunate decision as an innovative
application of the QFD pmcess has proven to be v a y effective in meeting the objectives of these SPSG activities.
However, it is beyond the scope of this p a p to describe
how the QFD process was successfully applied and the
resu~tsachieved with the process .
I Need and Cballenne

For several years there has existed within the aerospace
community a widely recognized need for vastly improved
national space launch (earth to orbit) transportation system@). Tbe ability of this nation to Fulfii its stated roles
and initiatives in space is directly coupled to the availability OF an operational transportation infrastructure that
pvides safe, affordable, and routine access to and from
space. Underlying this need is an even more basic need,
although probably not as well recognized, For a n a t i d
strategy and plan for defining, and developing a space
launch system which will provide the required capabilities
and athiiutes.
Although the current national space transportation infrastructure, including the Space Shuttle and expendable
launch vehicles may meet most of the requirements for
total mass to orbit For the remainder OF this decade, and
possibly somewhat beyond; it does not provide the safe,
affordable, routine aocess to space that is absolutely essential to a successful space program. Also,the current m s portation infmtruaure falls far short of the heavy lift capability that will be required in any f u m e (next two to three
decades) national space exploration mission and possibly
for ocher national mission requirements. Therefore. it is
imperative that a high ~ t i o n apriority
l
be assigned For
planning a strategy for the evolutionary, and if need be,
the revolutionary development of a space transportation
inhshucture to satisfy all OF these capabilities and at-

This paper presents a general description and highlights h e
approach the SPSG followed in their space transportation
and propulsion systems strategic planning support activities. The process used in this study and analysis was a
classic "top down" approach which attempted to be fully
responsive to the stated national space traasportation policies and space missions. It also attempted to make maximum use of the results of past soldies and analyses.
A critical new element inaoduced into the process utilized
was an emphasis on the identification of the mspofiation
systems usedcustomen and k characteristicsor attributes
m a t valued by them in earth to LEO payl& hansporta-

* 'Ibe reader is referred to AIAA-93-1852, =hyoffsof A p
Plying QFD Techniques to the sPSG strategic Planning SUP* Effort for ET0 Transportation and Propulsiin Systems" by Jhn Bray of Martin Marietta Corporation

tion services. After some false stans, the SPSG team &cided that a process known as Quality Function Deploy-

I

bilities and charactenstl
' 'a
required by the space vehicles be
thoroughly researched and understood; and a strategic plan
outlined for their development and acquisition.

tributes. A ~ t i ~ a l accepted
ly
strategic plan for space

transporwion would also enable a focused research and
development program to meet the international challenge
and remain competitive with limitednatioml resou~(zs.
It is also widely understood that S p C e vehicles with the capabilities required by the spa^ transportatioo M'asUuCture
are mmpletely dependent on !he availability of propulsion
systems which are able to satisfy all of the space vehicle
PerfCwanQrequirementsand desiredamibutes. Therefore,
it is equally imperative that the propulsion systems capa~~
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W e the imperative need for a greatly improved transportation system, including the propulsion system, has been
expressed and studied by both government and industrial
organizations, as well as several national committees, the
potential general solutions that evolved have not achieved
national consensus nor have they endured. Notable among
the national studies were the following:

~

initiated BY;

Documented IR;

Request by US Congress to The National
Research Council

'From Earth to OIM (An assessment of
Transportation Options)

Request of The National Space Council

"Future of the US Space Program" 1991

Request of The National Space Council

"America at the ThreshoM' 1991

-

-

In addition there has been a considerable amount of time
and monies expended in search of the spedic best solution,
i.e..vehicle and propulsion system concepts, to meet the
need for a substantially improved national space transparation infrastructure. Some of the principle efforts that have
been undertaken by NASA, DOD or both to identify a specific best solution in the past few years are:
The Spa~Transpmation
Archimlures Study

(STAS)
The National Launch System (NLS) program

The Manned Transpatatioo Study
These studies/programs and many other adivities by the
aerospace community have materially contributed to the
base of knowledge regarding ET0 space transportation
systems. However, they have not identified a concept(s),
which has generated a national collsensus on the best way
to proceed to assure the timely availability of a national
space transportation i I h w w h e with the capabilities and
attributes required to support all of the national space endeavors; civil, defense and commercial. Indeed it appears
that these studies did not produce clear d i s c r i m i ~ t that
o~~
could be confidently utilized in selecting the best transportation system architecture from competing concepts. T h e
a p w s to be a least two reasons for this shortcoming.
Fust the real users/customes were not generally represented in these studies and hence their real requirements and
priorineeds were not a&qmtely addressed up front.
And secondly, it appears that in m y casts the solutions
had been predetermined prior to dx initiation of dx study,
analysis and selection process.
2

The lack of a recognized National strategic Plan for Space
Transportation to satisfy this national need is very troublesome and gives rise to serious concerns that the statns and
direction of the propulsion system development and technology programs in progress and in planning may not be
adequate. to meet the real requirements of the s p a transp o d o n systems capable of supporting the objectives of
the nation's future space missions. In view of this undesirable situation. the fa
of a unique national organization
known as the Space Propulsion Synergy Group (SPSG)
has been dimted for the past two years toward supporting
sh;uegic planning for earth to orbit space transportation and
propulsion systems. The emphasis on SuoOQd should be
noted since this group (SPSG) was not chartered to develop
a national space transportation and propulsion system
strategic plan. Rather its purpose is to provide supporl to
those individualsand organizations who are responsible for
planning and timely development of the required national
space transportation and propulsion system capabilities.

W
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This strategic planning support could take on several
forms. but there are two distinct forms that emerged from
the SPSG planning activities. One is the strategic planthat evolved which is believed to coorain
ning
seved key "breakthroughs", and could be called a 'pathfm&" process. There is a high degree of confidence that
the ulilization of this process and the "know how" buiit up
by the SPSG aaivities will prove to be a valuable tool and
asset to those responsible for planning and developing

uansportatioo and propulsion system.
The second farm of support becomes clearer when it is understood ibaL BE the process(s) were evolving in the SPSG

W
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smtegic planning activities, they were also getting a thorwgh validation of their effectiveness in strategic planning.
Further.this validation of the process took place at the system (aansportatioo), the sub-system (fpropul~i),and the
technology level. Although the primary focus of the SPSG
wasonit was necessary to develop arepresmtative, and acceptable,
'
&&gy including vehicle concepts, before the propulsion systems and
technologies muld be addressed. Hence the results or produa of these SPSG activities an vny broad and include
tangible fmdings that should be of value to, and supportive
of, those responsible for planning and decision making at
the system, subsystem and technology level.
What is the SPSG and where did it come from? The origins, purpose, organization and activities of the SPSG are
addressed in the rext section.

The organization of the SPSG is shown in figure 1. The
Executive Commitlee which consists of senior representatives of the Government agencies involved, is co-cbaired
by Mr. William Escher. NASA Headquarters' Office of
Advawed Concepts and Technology and Mr. Robert
Brodowski, NASA Headquarters' office of Advanced Systems Development t The Industry Support Team which
is lead by Mr.Tom Mobley, Martin Marieua, has played a
vital role in the achievement of the SPSG to date. In faa
the communication and interplay between the aerospace industry and the government space agencies is considered to
be one of the major strengths of this organization.

.

SOace Prooulsion Svnernv G rouD (SPSG)

L/

State Symposium, initiated the Space.Propulsion Synergy
Group (SPSG)in 1991 as an ongoing activity to respond
to these challenges. The SPSG involves persollnel from
NASA Centers as well as o(ber govanmeat ageacies @OD
and DOE), industry and acaderma
. From the beginning, it
was recognized that a n a t i d y represented organization
was required because most of the space propulsion needs
and challenges existed on a national level.

The formation of the Space Propulsion Synergy Group
(SPSG)had its roots in the Space Transportation Propulsion Technology Symposium that was held at Penn Sale
University in June 1990. The panicipants of this symposium included representatives from NASA. DoD,the space
propulsion industry. and universities with a focus on space.
propulsion. These participants produced a smng mandate.
for the creation of a follow-throughlsustaining organizatioo
to pursue the d o n ' s space propuIsion needs and provide a
positive force toward the fulfillment of these needs. Tbe
major observations concerning the national propulsion systems and technology needs resulting from this symposium
were as follows:

The SPSG Charter includes Ute following three primary
objectives:

To provide active SuppOR to management in the development of space propulsion strategic plans responding to the propulsion requiranentsof a robust
affordable national space transportation infrasmctun.

To provide special assessment team capabficies with
the ne~ssarytechnical expenise and space program
experience to assess and evaluate competing advanced space. propulsion options, new innovative &sign appmaches technology issues, e t ~ .

Space propulsion system long range strategic plans
are sorely needed at the national level.
* The space propulsion community should not only
change its culture, but also adopt a uniform culture
within itself.

To provide a forurvl for, and act as a catalyst in in-

.

bmader space asnsponatioo community.

creasing and improving communication within the

space propulsion c~mmunityand between it and the

There is a very large gap between technology developers and m which needs "bridging".

Although the SPSG worked toward all three objectives the
focus of the past two years has teen on space propulsion
and transportation system shategic planning support.

* Foreign launcber systems are advancing rapidly.

-

Propulsion system test facilities and engineering
staff are aging and diminishing.

Accordingly, the NASA Headquaners Off= of Anoaautics, Exploration and Technology (Code R) and the o f f a
of Space night (Code M) '* , which organized the Penn

** As part of a subsequent reorganization of NASA HeadW

t Mr. Pad Herr of the NASA Headquarters office of Advanced Systems Development served as Co-chairman
from the initiation of the SPSG until December 1992
w h he ruired

quartas, shared responsibiity for the Space Ropulsion
Synergy Group has been transferred from Code M to tbe
Office of Space Systems (Code. D).and from Code. R to
the offce of Advance3Concepts and Technology.
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ves of Future
Strat-

In reaospect, it may have been presumptuous on the part
of the SPSG to assume orbope they could succeed in developing an approach (process) which could produce the
results and inputs needed to develop a national strategic
plan for an improved space transportation and propulsion
system which incorporated the capabilities and attributes
needed and demanded by the users (customem). And more
than that apmcess that would proauCe space transporIation
strategies that were a valuable asse( in genexating national
ccusensus and s u m p a r t i d y in view of the considerable amount of energies and moneys mat have been ex@ed on the same objectives is the past several yeas without
noticeable success.

Goal: Satisfy National Space Policy for Eanh to
Orbit (LEO) Transportaticm

Specific Objectives:
Improve the operational capabilities of pmpulsion systems in the existing transportation infrastructure to more efficiently suppon near
termaaticoalspace'programneeds.

Assure the availability of advanced propulsion
systems with those capabilities and attributes

required by a new transpOnation infrastructure
for the national medium payload (both persoone1 and cargo) missions of the next two to three

However, there were several factors that favored the SPSG
that should be owsidered:

deodes
'The SPSGis an ad hoc broadbasedorganization mat
includes constituents from both government and industry, and with both launch vehicle and propulsion
system experienceand a divasity ofbacligrolmds and
expertise from technology through development,
productioo and operations.

W

Assure tbe timely availability of propulsion
systems with greatly enhanced capabilities for
launching large payloads that will be required
fiuure national space exploration missions.
Enhance the domestic commercial space launch
industry's propulsion capability to ensure successinintenanooal competition.

The SPSG activities were not schedule driven. The
SPSG was not directed to complete the studies assessments and fmdmgs by a set date. Therefore,
they were able to take the time that was needed todo
the job right.

.

The process used in this study and analysis of national
strategies for qme proplision systems and technologies required for future space aansponatl'on systems is illustrated
in Figure 3. As may be seen it was a classic "top down"
approach which attempted to be fully responsive to the
stated d o n a l space transponatioo policie~and spa^ missions. It also attempted to make maximum use of the results of past studies and analyses which provide an extensive technical data& relative to space transfer propulsion
systems.

Also, the SPSG was oriented toward "better and
smarter ways of doing business, through cultural
changes", sraning at the Pem State Symposium:
and were able to leam as they proceeded; including
lessons learned from past studies and activities
which had similar objectives.

In summary, when the SPSG did run into problems in carrying out the assessments of candidate launch vehicle and The inputs used to initiate tbe process wereof three types:
propulsion system concepts. they were able to stop, take
1. National policies and strategies:
the time lo address the problem, and develop innovative
National space pdicy with respect to access to
ways to accomplish their objectives. Tbis ocanrence will
andficmspace.
be addressed fwther in alaterportim of this paper.
National Space Launch Strategy issued by the
What follows is a general description which highlights the
National Space Council

v

approach the SPSG followed in their space. transportation
and propulsion systems strategic planning suppon activities. It was recognized that the National Space Council
issued a National Space Launch Strategy Directive in July
1991 which is responsive to the National Space Policy,
with respect to mss to space (see Figure 2). lhis directive. along with preceding direuives provided authoritarive
inputs to defining a representative baselii space aansportation strategy with options which was then used as a basis
for developing space propulsion smtegies with options
which are outlined in this m.

2. National Space Missions, both atrrent and planned:

Civil missions (NASA Civil Needs Data Base,
CNDB FY93)
National Seaaity missions
cmnmerclal
'
missions

5

NATIONAL SPACE POLICY WITH RESPECT
TO ACCESS TO AND FROM SPACE

Assured Access to Space Is A Key Element
ObjectivesOf U.S. National Space Launch Infrastructure

- Provide Safe, ReliiaMe Transprtation To And Return From Space
- Reduce Cost Of TransportationAnd Hence Encourage Expanded Space Activities
- Exploit Unique Attributes Of Manned And Unmanned Launch And Recovery Systems

- Encourage DevelopmentOf U.S. Private Sedor Space TransportationCapabilities

I

NATIONAL SPACE LAUNCH STRATEGY
~~

Ensuring That Existing Launch Capabilities Are:

- Sufficient To Meet Government Needs To Transport People And Cargo To And From
Space Through The Current Decade

- Provide A n Important Element Of The Nation's Launch Capability Into The First Decade
OfThe21slCentury
Developing A New Unmanned, But Man Rateable Space Launch System To Greatly Improve
National Space Launch Capability By:

- Reductions In Operations cost
- Increases In Reliability

U

- Responsiveness
- Mission Performance
Sustaining A Vigorous Space Technology Program (Both Broad Based And Focused) To:

- Provide Cost Effective ImprovementsTo Current Launch Systems
- Support Development of Advanced Launch Systems Concepts, e.g., Single Stage
To Orbit. And Experimentalflight Vehicle Programs
Actively Considering Commercial Space Launch Needs And Factoring Them Into Decisions
On ImprovementsIn Launch Vehicles And Launch Facilities
Figure 2

3. Transportation architechtre and infrasmrture stud-

s m r m were identified and analyzed to determine the p m
pulsion system perfcqmance requirements. An additional,
and critical part of this step in the pnmss was the identiftcatioo of mC transpatationsystem uscr/customer and charaaeaislics or attributes most valued by the user/customer in
an earth 10 LEO payload llaqamb SenriceS.

es:

-

Govemment agencies (NASA and DoD)

Officially appointed special study p u p
Using these inputs and the results of launch vehicle and
propulsion system concept analyses conducted by government agencies and aerospace contracton, viable candidate
launch vehicle systems for an ET0 Transportation Infra-

In view of the broad scope and compkxity of this undertaking. and the m y elements and variables involved, a
technique for Visually displaying these elements and their

6
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(
SPACE PROPULSION
SYNERGY GROUP

SPACE PROPULSION
STRATEGIC PLANNING PROCESS

Figure 3

Table I.

Achieving Strategic Planning Credibility
~

~~~

How R Was

Achieved

Reflect The National Space Poky

Based On National Space Transportation
Pdicy And Strategy

Support National Mission Requirements

Searched Recognized Data Bases

Encompass All V i i l e Candidates

Researched Architecture Studies

Develop The Right Set Of Verifiable
Assessment Criteria

Devekped Using QFD Process

Use A StructuredApproach And A Balanced Assessment Team

Used Team Of Technical Experts

- Government
- Industry

Involved Designen. Manufacturers
Operators, Technologists Up Front
- Each Wlh Equal Voice
- Achieve Consensus
EmbracdAccepted By Customers/
USerS

ResearchedCustomers And Users E
Needs And Desres Using QFD

Show Evidence Of Credible Scope And
Depth Of Supporting ResearcWAnalysis

Divided Total Planning Into Manageable.
Definable "Pieces" And Documented
Adivlies And Results in Technical Sup
port Volumes

of what is needed to establish credibility and how can it
best be achieved. n e results relative to development of a
credible seategic plan to attain a safe. reliable, affordable
national spaa adnrportau'on system are shown in Table I.

interaction was evolved early in the endeavor. This technique is a strategic planning "roadmap". It is literally that;
a wall-sized planning roadmap which starts with the major
inputs, continues through the steps involved in the process
and ends with the several types ofoutputs. It is physically
made up of the actual charts, figures, etc., that had to be developed and exercised in the process and presents them in
the order, or flow, in which they occur. In this manner,
the individuals involved in the process can understand the
interaction of their specific input or analysis with the total
process. The strategic planning roadaap has also proven
to be a valuable tool in briefing others on the process and
the results of the SPSG strategic planning support activities

d

In view of this, the fmt step in the strategic planning process was to establish a well balanced, diversified team of
personnel to cwduct the process using the principles of
c w c m n t enginwring. This team consisted of members
from NASA,DoD, DOE,industry and academia each having an equal voice in the process. Team members were
carefully selected to provide representation for customers
(needs and requirements), users/operators (needs and requirements, and lessons leatned), developers (feasibility
optimization of systems to requirements and lessons
learned), manufacturers (manufacturing efficiency and
lessoos leaned), and technologists (availability of enabling
technology). 'Ibis system of establishiagup h t invoivement of the usersloperators, manufactums and technologists in a formal manner represents a major change to the
process used for the defhtion and planning of msponation systems and ptupulsion systems in the past

tt .

Also, it was recognized that in any strategic planning process it is vital that a basis for credibility be established.
Therefae. an "up boot" e f f m was directed to the question

tt It was imposable to include copies of a strategic pianning "roadmap" in this paper, but a copy may be obtained by contauing the author, Walta F. Dankhff at
WJ. Schafer Associates, 525 School Saeet S.W., Suite
301. Washington, D.C.20024.

Tlw. attributes shown in Table 11an an early consensualresult of the space aanspaation strategic planning studies.
8
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The quantitativeg ~ & were developed by the SPSG Working Panel who are responsible for the content of this report. It should be emphasized here that these are at&&&
g ~ &which were developed withwt any constraints of
time,budget or other programmatic considerations. They
are simply goals that in the consensual judgement of the
SPSG Working Panel are achievable at some reasonable
point in the future. The panel judgements did take into
coosideration the level of attributes that existing vansportation system are capable of delivering and, m m imponant
the level that future transportation system customm/users
will demand and should expect to receive. Of course, the
expectations have to be tempered, and were by the SPSG
panel, with a realistic picture of the technology base and
foreseeable technology advancements. B u t as emphasized
in other sections of this report. there has to be a focus on
technologies which will effectively impaa the desired attribute goals. Another way of looking at it is that unless
the U.S. aerospace community recognizes that the customedusers need and will eventually demand better space
transportation systems, and start responding to that demand, foreign competitors will fulfill the need by marketing better transportation systems.

assessment of the candidate launch vehicle and propulsion
systems.
Pavloads and SDace Trans-

Based on currently identified national space missim.and
initiatives (civil, national security. and commercial) t h a e
appears to be a requirement for two distinn classes of hausportaticm systems. One system is to provide transportation
of medium payloads (less than 20,000 pounds) for personnel and high tern, expensive equipment to low eanb orbit.
There also is a distinct future requirement for a heavy lift
space transportation system for cargo and crew which will
be primarily driven by future space exploration missions.

There is a clear need for botb classes of space hanspatation
systems, but the need for a new medium payload transportation infrastructure with the required capabilities and attributes is most urgent. There are several compelling reasons for this statement. First, the number of medium
weight payloads (civil, national security, and cmmercial)
that have been officially or otherwise identified for the next
two decades is more than 90percent of the total number of
payloads . Another very compelling reason is the desiiability of having a vansportation system capable of offloading the space shuttle, and of replacing it as soon as
possible with a more operationally efficient, affordable
system.
+

Table 11. Goals for Medium Payload E T 0
Transportation System Attributes

W

Attribute

!%A

CrewNehicle Safety

0.9995

Mission Reliability

0.999

Affordability

<$500/Lb

Operability'

0.90

Availability

0.95

Responsiveness

7 Days

Payload Capability

20 Klbs to LEO

Because it will take time to define any national space exploration missions and programs, the requirements for
heavy Ut capabilities are somewhat in the evolutionary
can either defer
phase. 'Ihis is not to imply that the ~ t i o a
the defmitioo of a Heavy Lift Launch Vehicle (HLLV) ccmceps or defer the decision to pursue the required t e c h l o gy. It must be clearly recognized chat our nation does not
have a space launch capability even close to the 100,000,
300,000 or 600,ooO pound capability required to successfully execute any national space exploration program.

28.5' Inclination

System Capacity

However. in view of the ill def& nature of missions requiring heavy lift capabiility, and in the interest of brevity,
the remaining portion of this paper will concentrate on
ET0 vansportation systems and propulsion systems that
will be required for medium payload missions in the next
two or three decades. A more complete description of missions,payloads and space transportation architectures may
be f d in Reference 1.

500 Klbs to LEONear

In accordance with 'Operabiliity Index' method
obgy developed by Kennedy Space Center.
Minimum value 0,Maximum value 1

L/

A medium payload mission is defined as 2O.ooO lbs or less
to LEO, 28.5" inclination. A critical fast step in develop

Subsequently, the use of a process horn as the Quality
Function Deployment (QFD) resulted in the development
and ranking of a more comprehensive list of major and
subsidiary attributes for medium payload vansportation
sysC5ms. As will be noted later. the attributes developed
by the QFD process were similar, but in greater depth than
those shown in Table I, and provided the basis for the

ing a strategic approach to meeting this objective is the establishment of a thorough understanding of the transports+

Civil payloads from NASA Civil Needs Data Base

(mB)

9

tion system operators' and the ultimate c-tsmexs' (payload
providm) requiremeats and g e n d needs.This was a m m plished, in pan, by compiling a baseline for all of the national space mission (civil and defense) payload requiremen& and the potential commercial space transportation
industry's payioad market. The baseline for the combmalioo of the civil and D e p m e n t of Defense POD) medium
payloads for the next 30 yearS~ispmented in Figure 4.
This includes payloads of both petsomi and high value
cargo to LEO, and rehnn where appmpiate.

mum per year can be transported by the m n t U:S;3leet
of Space Shuttle (Orbitas) and expendable launch vehicles
GZVS). providing mar

lbere is ccntisued availability of themaximum projeaedcapQbility~
~~

~~~~~

No signifiit schedule problems are ewmmtered
There are 12 ELV and 8 Space Shuttle flights per

yea

This information was analyzed to detennjne what payloads,
by mass cate~ories,must be transponed to LEO and when
they must be ~&iivered. .The major fmding of this a d y s i s

~

Payloads aEtedisaibuted during the Space Station

Freedom (SSD deployment

was that approximately 92 percent of the total earh to orbit (ETO) payloads (civil and DoDV~avea m a s of 20,000
pounds or less. Other pertinent f d n g s fro= aalysis of
the national mission plan were that total mass to orbit per
year is approximately 750,000 pounds; 25 percent of the
to%! plylo& require a man aboard the vehicle; and approximatdy~i6 percent involve the rem of a payload to earth.
The transportationof these medium sized payloads in a
manner commensurate with ihese needs is, therefore. of
prime importance in the development& B strategic plan.

~

~~

~

~

Figure 7 presents the US. Launch Vehicle options for
ET0 transportation of commercial payloads. Consideairig
the commercial payload requirements discussed earlier. an
obvious capability gap exists for 15,000 to 30,000 pounds
payloads. ARhough the Titan 34D could be used, only
multiple payload mani€ess would be economically feasible. Some other potential a ~ m s c h e sto to faing the
15.000 to 30.000 pound capability gap ~s~
shown in Figure 8. The projected Shuttle manifest overload alm b i t s
the availability of that option for the heavier commercial
PYld.

The commercial satellite market is domiaated by payloads
of less than 6,000 pounds (80 percent) which operate in a
g-eosynchnous eanh orbit (GEO). These satellites are
generally miisported to a GEO transfer, low earth orbit
and have a propul$on s t q e attached which powers them to
GEO. Total payload mass (Gkilite and propulsion stage)
to LEO is less than 18,000 lbs.

Having established t h t the current ET0 transportation infrastructure (Space Shutt@aad expendable launch vehicles)
will s
a
w most of the anticipatedmedium payload civil,
DoD, and with some limitations, comm&cS missions;
why is there a compelling need to develop and put into
operation another medium payload aansporratioo system?
rhp answer is that although the current fleet appears to
meet ihe requirement for total mass to orbit it a n a t
meet the National Space Transponation Policy requirement
to provide affordable, routineaccess to spa; nor can it satisfy the & s i iathiitedgoels for the usm!qerator needs.

~~

Figure 5 presents an estimated commercial satellite mass
distribution for GEO and the LEO equivalent. The estimated i S i caunercial payloads shown is a conservative (50
percent discounted! mission model for the years 1992
through 2010
. F i g ~ e ~presents
6
the estimated commercial mission rate and averages aptpproximately eight
launches per year.
++

~~~

~~

A comparison of the estimated status of the athibum of
the current fleet to the anticipated future usedoperator
requirements for these attributes is shown in Table IV.
The large dispiity between the cost per pound delivered to
orbit goal and the ktuakwst per pound delivered by the
current transportation system (Space Shuttle plus expendable launch vehicles) as shown in Table ii is widely recognized as the aucial problem in ET0 space transpmmion.
This lack of affordabfity is a major impediment to progress m this and otber nation's space endeavors. There is a
nation&emensus that this problem must be energetically
and effectively a&e.ssed if the US. is to truly become a
space fairing nation anCiS~tobe commercially competitive
in the intenlahd marLetActuau~~filere
are several other
very desirable amibutes of a world class El'G~tmspmation system that are yeryin our current
m.These include tbe attributes of dependability,

Medium Psvload Strat-

Gurrentlv A v a i l a b l a s c e- T

tam
The arrrently available space transportztim system will
undoubtedly he the mainstay, if not the only systems
available through the remainder of this decade. Therefore.
they are an important element of tbc strategic approach for
medium payload class aansportation. The capabihties of
the currently ~vailableaansportatl'onsystems were assessed
andcompared to thereqAmmtsdefinedin the baseline national mission plan. This cornparim showed that the 10
tal mass to orbit of approximately 7S0,KKl pounds maxi++

~

COMSTAC Innovation and Tecbnology, 30 October
1991
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MISSIONS MASS TO ORBIT REQUIREMENTS
(Based On NASA CNDB FY82 Version)

MISSIONS MASS TO ORBIT REQUIREMENTS
(Estimated DoD Launch Requlnments)

TOTAL MASS TO ORBIT
(NASA + DoD)

Figure 4

operability and responsiveness which all have a major im- ter transportation system to replace the current system.
pact on affordabiity. These attributes must be addressed The bottom he.however, is affordabiity.
with equal vigor in defming and developing a new and bet-

-

Weight Distribution Commercial GEO Satellites

All Y e a n 1992-2010Total Commarclal Satelllt-: 151

Figure 5

Commercial Satellite Market Discounted 50%
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US. Commercial Launch Vehicles
There is a capability gap for payloads between 15 and 30 Klbs
There are three approaches for closlng the gap
Expand capability of smaller vehicles
Reduce capability of larger vehicles
Develop new vehicles

-

”
W

30-60 Klbs

Atlas II

Figure 7

Shuttle

U.S. Commercial Launch Vehicles

-

Potential 15 30 Klb Vehicles

Prooutsion
Technology
Requlremenl

Incream c.pablllty of *mailer v e h k h
Add hybrid, liquid rocket boosters to Atlas, Delta 2
Increase diameter of core (i.e.. wide body Atlas)
- Cryogenic second stage (LOULH2) for Delta

-

Hybrid
LOZRP-1 booster engine
LOZLH2 upper stage
LOZLH2 upper stage engine

Reduce capability of larger vehkles

-

N/A

Add ballast to Titan
Fly more than one payload per vehicle

-

Develop new vehicles (15 30 Klb)
- ETNLS derived first stage, LRB derived second stage
- Clustered hybrid
- LOURP-1 booster, LO2RH2 upper stage

Figure 8

Table

IV. Ultimate Goals Versus

-

Current Values for Medium
Payload ET0 Transportation System Attributes

Ultimate

Attribute

STME
LOZLH2 upper stage
L02RH2 upper stage engine
Hvbrid
L o m P - 1 booster engine

m

w

Space Shuttle

CrewNehicle Safety

0.9995

Accepted (Inadequate
for Future Systems)

Not Man Rated

Mission Reliability

0.999

Nominal (0.96)
(InadequatefoC
Future Systems)

Acceptable (0.95)

Affordability

c$500/Lb

Expensive (> $5,0OO/Lb)

Poor ($4-6,0OO/Lb)

Operability'

0.90

Complex/Manpower
Intensive

High Manpower
Requirements

Availability

0.95

Nominal

Nominal

Responsiveness

7 Days

Poor

Poor

Payload Capability

20 KLbs to LEO

50 KLbs to LEO
28.5' Inclination

1 to35 KLbs to LEO
28.5' Inclination

System Capacity

750 Klbs to LEO

7 to 8 L a u n c W e a r

TBD

In accordance with Operability Index (01)methodologydevekpad by Kennedy Space Center
Minimum value 0; M a x i m value 1
14
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It is widely recognized that foreign competition has taken a
large @on of the launch services market from the U.S.
industry. A major reas00 for this is that they are already
more affordable (lower cost). However, they have not accomplished the major step in improvement of costs and
other operaticoal attributes that are required and believed to
be eventually possible. Recognition of this situation Leads
to a conclusion that then is a need for a dual strategy ap

Froach:
1. Enhancing the current U.S. transportation system
as s o w as possible to put it in a more competitive

posture.
2. Initiation of a development of an advanced medium
payload transportation system which will provide a
major improvement in affordability and the other
desired attributes. This should be proceeded by a
technology program to provide a sound technical

W

The approach used to identify the most viable options for a
new advanced aansportatl'on system was to place a major
emphasis on past and c m t space transportation architecMIX. and vehicle system studies and applible advanced
development activities: as well as the results of various
propulsion system &sign cottcept analyses and studies cood u d using the cment technology base and anticipated
technological advancements. The options identified from
the results of these analyses are shown in Rgure 9. As can
be seen, there are several alternative paths to obtaining a
medium payload space transportation system with the potential of attaining the desired capabilities and amibutes.

These have been grouped as either "near term systems" or
"future systems" according to an anticipated initial operatFortunately, as was demonstrated in the SPSG strategic ing capabiity date. There are several compeUmg reasoos
planning support activities, the technologies needed to for planning for a new near term medium payload bansenhance the current fleet are to a large degree those tech- portation system with an IOC date of 2005 to 2010. First
nologies that will be needed by a new improved transporta- it is generally observed that the Space Shuttle bas a limited
tion system. Of course, there are additional enabling tech- life and there is a potential for the loss of an orbiter. A
nologies required by a new advanced transportation system near term system would provide a backup to the Shuttle in
its f d pbase of operation and offer a much more affordthat will have to be addressed and validated z.
able system at as early a date as possible. This wiU permit
Of course, there is the question of what is affordable. Ow a distinctly lower percentage of the space budget to be utianswer is that amount which fits into the national or a spe- lized for transpatation. In parallel to the near term system
cific organization's budget. Since ET0 transportation is development an aggressive program to build a technology
required to carry out almost all of NASA's and DoDs base for a future. more optimum system would be develspace missions, as well as the private seuor's space ven- oped. Following this line of logic, the transportation suatures, and since transportation is a major element in their tegies addressed by the SPSG contain both a near Eun and
transponation system component.
budgets, there is obviously a great need to keep the trans- a
ponation costs to a minimum. Every dollar that is spent
on transportation is a dollar that is not available for the An additional value of striving for a new near term medium
space mission itself.
Payload Eransponatl'on system is to p v i d e a timely and effective way of supponing US. commercial launch vehicle
The current high (excessive) cost of space uansportation needs. There is a s m g consensus IIIthe commercial companicularly ET0 transportation. is too high a percentage of munity that the U.S. must have a next generation ET0
the total space budget. This problematic situation applies laun& vehicle that is supaior (at least competitive) in the
to both NASA and DOD. The transportation @on of the international market by 2005, if the U.S. is to survive and
NASA budget accounts for more than ow half of the total capture a major share of the fUNm commercial market.
budget. This is unacceptable. particularly when it is recog- This support may be in terms of enhancing technologies or
nized that in the foreseeable future, the NASA budget and major subsystems.
most probably the DOD space budget will remain at about
their current levels.
The earliest initial aperating capability date for each of the
uanspa-tation s y s m options shown in Figure 9 is directly
Recognizing that there is a compelling need for both the dependent on the magnitude of the technology challenges
enhancement of the existing launch systems and for devel- accompanying that option. The options which provide a
oping a new advanced transportation system and suppoltiog aaosponation system that best satisfss the capabilities and
infrastructure, a major question that a strategic plan mnst aaribuw d e s i g e d y requires the most advancements
address is: Which of the new viable launch VehicleJPropul- in technology, and hence the longest time to reach Initial
sion systems concepts shown in Figure. 7 have the greatest operational capability (IOC). Therefore, to assure a near
potential of providing a new medium payload class trans- term transporration system probably means using existing
or near term technology and thereby compromising the at
1I5
baseandreducedrisk.

-

--

portanon system which is affordable and has the desired atuibutesandchalaem
' &?

E T 0 Transportation Strategy (Options) For Medium Payloads
(Personnel and Cargo)
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Near Term Systems
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ADV~EUENTS

Figure 9
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tributes this system will provide; that is, one has to accept
less. nis appears to be the sitnation with the National
Launch System ( N L S ) program. which is shown as me
option in Figure 9. The NLS does not appear to offer a
transportation system with sufficient improvements to
significantly aff& attainment of the desired attributed
goals.

However, the team ran into some difficulties as they
worked this problem and the next step. the assessment of
the potential of candidate propulsion systems of achieving
the d e s i amibutes 3. Abaceline strategy forkah anew
near term and future. medium payload tramportation system
s r a s m as shown in Figure 10. Optional shategies
were also developed. It was felt that an optional saategy
with an early decision point (mid-19Ws) was espedally
desirable for the near term single stage to orbit (SSTD)
approach as shown in Figure 11. 'he reason W i g the
technid risk associated with the development of an SSTO
to start operations in the 2006 to 2007 time frame. The
mid-1990's decision would be a choice between continuing
with the SSTO or redireding the technology development
toward a two stage system, probably reusable.

Of course,. the nation cannot afford to pursue all of the
medium payload transportation alternatives/options shown
in Figure 9 nor the associated propulsion system options
and thus, some hard decisions have to be made in the face
of "aaual" requiremenu when these are. officially elucidated. These decisions must take into consideration many
factors,but especially the balance between IOC date and the
quality of the transportation system that could reasonably
be expected at that date. In this context quality of the
transportation system is equated to the "desired amibutes"
inherent in that system. In general, the higher the quality/
desired aaributes, the greater the requirement for advance
ment in technology and hence, the later the IOC date.
Some insight into this trade-off is shown in Table V where
tk major decisioos are. categorized by technology status.

medium payload transportation
However, this
system strategy ladied the support of a structured analysis
and assessment with meaSurable discriminators, and the associated propulsion system strategies (baseline and optional) that wen proposed in Figure 12 had a simiIar problem.
Basically. the team could not come to a consensus on
which trampcatation and propllsion systems had the great.
est potential of providing an ET0 transportation system
with the amibutes most desired and demanded by the customer. One problem was that the SPSG panel members
did not have criteria that could be used to measure the relative value (potentialof meeting attribute goals) of each
transportation and propulsion system. Also, the simultaneous consideration of programmatic factors such as technical riskandIOC date were adding to problem and making
solutions impossible.

Since the final objective of this SPSG activity, the development of a strategy for advanced propulsion systems
and technologies. required a representative baseline smtegy
for the complete space transportation system, the necessary
next step was for the SPSG Working Panel to develop one..
The panel attempted to analyze and make a aade off between the payoff of the potential system in terms of
achieving the desired attribute goals and the investment
required in terms of time to make the required lechnology
advancesandtheassociatedrisks.
Table V.

Major Space Transportation Decisions As Characterized By Technology Needs

Existha TechnoTwo Stage Vehicle

or

Single Stage vehicle

ExpendabldPartialIy Reusable

or

Reusable

Rocket

or
or
or

Rocket Based/Combined Cycle

Vertical Takeoff
Horizontal Landing

-

Advament R e a w

n of the OFD Process
At this point several approaches to solving this problem
were consideredbut the decisioa was made to utilizea process known as Quality Function Deployment (QFD).This
process (QFD)is part of the Total Quality Management
program that is proving to be quite effective in the a e ~ o
17

Horizontal Take-off
Vertical Landing

space and in other industries internationally. This was a
fortuitous decision as the application of the QFD process
to the SF'SG space bansponatiOn and populsion strategic
planning objectives has been very successful. A major
reason for selecting the QFD process was that it not only
provided a structured means of identifying and prioritizing
the user/cnstomm desired attributes, but also provided a
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means for identifying and prioritizing those design and
functional characteristics in terms of which could have the
greatest impact on the aaainment of the most desired att r i i t e s i n a n E T O t r a n s ~ o n s y s t e m Andsincethese
.
Charaaens
‘ t
ics,idenflied as “quality Charaderistics” in the
QFD system, must be measurable they provide design requirements (design drivers) that an engineer can utilize in
the system design pcess.

lbere are two distinct and separate steps in the pro&ss:

- PMWtiat benefit to system amibutes
- PlQglmmahc
’ faaors
*

Means ofconcurrent aSSeSgnent

RskiwEx
It is beyond the scope of this paper to describe how the
QFD process was applied by the SPSG and to summarize
the results. However. it should be noted that there were
several unique and innovative features that evolved from
application of the QFD process to the SPSG Working
Panel. some of which can be considered breakthroughs:
’The scope of the system OT product the ET0 transportation system may represent one of the largest
systems successfully utilizing the QFD process.
* The techniques developed allow axeabh
.‘tyfromthe
top level transportation system through the subsys-

e m (propulsion) to the technology level.
’There is a clear identification of the two types of
technologies that must be considex&
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